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I NT ROD U CTION
Welcome to our report of voting and engagement activity for the final quarter of 2021.
Overview of our activity across our discretionary holdings at Quilter Cheviot:
Activity

Universe

Voting

Discretionary holdings within the UK, US and European equity monitored lists where we
have voting rights including:
• MPS (Managed Portfolio Service) Building Blocks
• Climate Assets Fund
• Quilter Cheviot Global Income and Growth Fund for Charities
• Quilter Investors Ethical Fund
• AIM Portfolio Service
This includes our UK, US and European equity and investment trust monitored lists; as well
as holdings in the AIM Portfolio Service and UK holdings where we own more than 0.2% or
£2 million of the market cap.
Additionally, clients are able to instruct voting on their behalf.

Engagement

• UK, US and European equities within the monitored list
• Funds held on the centrally monitored list
• AIM Portfolio Service holdings
• UK holdings where we own more than 0.2% or £2 million of the market cap.

ESG integration

All holdings within the centrally monitored universe of equities, funds and fixed income.

We use the ISS proxy voting service in order to inform our decision making, however we do not
automatically implement its recommendations. When we meet a company to discuss governance issues,
the research analyst does so alongside the responsible investment team as we are committed to ensuring
that responsible investment is integrated within our investment process rather than apart from it. As part
of Quilter, we became one of the first wave of signatories to the 2020 Stewardship Code.

Where clients wish to vote their holdings in a specific way, we will do so on a reasonable endeavours
basis; this applies whether the investment is in the core universe or not, and also to overseas holdings.
We have ensured that 10 clients were able to instruct their votes over the last quarter.
For information regarding our approach to responsible investment, including our response to the UK
Stewardship Code and our voting principles, as well as more granular detail on how we voted at each
meeting please visit our website Responsible Investment | Quilter Cheviot.
Lastly, this report includes a look into the rapid rise with which responsible investment has necessitated
an increased demand for reporting on ESG metrics and factors.
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT AT QUILTER CHEVIOT
Responsible investment and ESG integration – for discretionary clients
We vote and engage with companies and fund managers on environmental, social and governance
(ESG) matters. Integrating ESG considerations into our investment process can have direct and
indirect positive outcomes on the investments we make on behalf of our clients.
We take a more targeted approach for clients who want their portfolios to reflect their specific interests
or preferences:
Sustainable investment – the Climate Assets Fund and strategy
Investing in the growth markets of sustainability and environmental technologies, with a strong
underpinning of ethical values. The strategy is fossil fuel-free and invests in global equities, fixed
interest and alternative investments. Five positive investment themes are at the heart of the stock
selection: low carbon energy, food, health, resource management and water.
A funds based approach - Positive Change
A pragmatic approach that combines funds that invest with a sustainability focus or for impact,
with funds managed by leading ESG practitioners. Meaningful engagement by fund houses
with company management prioritised over formal exclusions on the basis that engagement
can encourage change where it is needed most.
Ethical and values-oriented investment (ESG screening) - client specific
This is incorporated on an individual client basis, informed by their specific ethical preferences.
These will vary from client to client and will focus on sectors, industries or individual companies.
Contact:
Gemma Woodward
Head of Responsible Investment
e: gemma.woodward@quiltercheviot.com
t: 020 7150 4320
Greg Kearney
Responsible Investment Analyst
e: greg.kearney@quiltercheviot.com
t: 020 7150 4147
Nicholas Omale
Responsible Investment Analyst
e: nicholas.omale@quiltercheviot.com
t: 020 7150 4321
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E NGAG EM ENT
Below we have outlined some examples of our engagement during the three months to the end of
December 2021. In line with the Shareholder Rights Directive II (SRD II) disclosure regulations we have,
in the majority of cases, included the name of the company or fund. In some cases we will not, as this
would be unhelpful in the long-term to the ongoing engagement process.
We use ISS as our proxy voting service provider and based on our responsible investment principles,
ISS provides recommendations on each resolution companies put forward to shareholders. We do not
always follow the ISS recommendations, as we believe it is important that responsible investment is
integrated into our investment process, and that Quilter Cheviot makes up its own mind. In all cases
where we have a concern regarding a company we make contact to discuss the issues ahead of the
Annual General Meeting (AGM).
Associated British Foods PLC
Objective: To raise concerns related to the use of board discretion to override performance targets under
the LTIP (Long-term Incentive Plan), prior to the 2021 AGM.
We engaged with the company as the remuneration committee had exercised discretion to override the
anticipated formulaic outcomes of performance targets applicable to in-flight awards made under the LTIP
(an upward revision). At the same time, the company has applied downward discretion to the STIP (Shortterm Incentive Plan) and, following a reduction in the LTIP maximum, have exercised discretion within a
framework, and allowed a portion of the LTIP to vest. This has resulted in a reduction in total pay for the
executive directors.
Outcome: Based on the reduction in total pay we voted to support management.
Assura
Objective: To provide shareholder feedback on the proposed draft of the company’s new remuneration
policy.
We received information from Assura regarding the proposed changes - in principle we are happy with the
changes, although we would note that the combination of increasing the chief finance officer’s (CFO) salary
as well as the maximum bonus is significantly increasing the overall remuneration opportunity. In previous
engagements, we have discussed the remuneration position for both the CFO and chief executive officer
(CEO) and expected to see an increase in the CFO’s overall package. We are pleased to see best practice
being applied to the pension contributions and post-employment shareholding requirements.
Outcome: Influencing the construction of the latest remuneration policy.
BB Healthcare
Objective: To discuss a number of topics including holdings data, the board and reporting on ESG
integration and stewardship.
We met with the chair, who we have met several times previously. Regarding the holdings data, this will be
available shortly as this coincides with the launch of an open-end fund. We discussed the position regarding
one of the non-executive directors who is subject to a tribunal by the Medical Practitioner Tribunal Service.
This is a complex process with various potential outcomes and the board has determined that it will not
make any decision on the NED’s board position until the outcome is known. We are supportive of this,
given the complexity of the situation and explained that our primary concern had to be the interests of
shareholders and any reputational risk issue to the trust which might impact returns. Regarding the trust’s
reporting on its stewardship and ESG integration activity, the chair acknowledged that the disclosure
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and reporting needed to be improved and the new website which should launch imminently will help in
this regard. We stressed the importance of reporting on the trust’s activities rather than the investment
manager’s wider work.
Outcome: We will revisit the issue of the NED’s position once the tribunal process is complete and will
monitor the development of the trust’s reporting.
Cisco Inc.
Objective: To raise concerns over management opposition to a shareholder resolution on ‘Amending Proxy
Right Access’. The proponent seeks to remove the current 20-shareholder aggregation limit.
We spoke to the company who are one of the few US names to provide proxy access rights for shareholders
to directly nominate board directors (albeit with the above limit). The main concern which the company
had, in relation to this shareholder resolution, was the resource and administration that would be needed
for a large number of shareholders to have holdings verified as part of a director nomination proposal.
We recognise this as a challenge and that Cisco has better proxy right access relative to many other US
companies – but we agree with the above rationale that removing the limit on the number of shareholders
that can aggregate holdings does represent best practice and enhances the shareholder voice. The
company still has reasonable limits in place related to minimum combined shareholding and three-year
minimum holding period prior to aggregation.
Outcome: We voted to support the shareholder resolution.
Close Brothers Group
Objective: To discuss concerns over the remuneration policy being presented at the 2021 AGM.
The amendments to the remuneration policy facilitate a significant increase in fixed pay opportunity which,
although accompanied by a material reduction in the quantum of maximum opportunity available, will pay
out significantly higher guaranteed cash amounts compared to the current policy. We understand that the
remuneration policy adjustment given the implementation of the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD V)
which requires a maximum 2:1 variable to fixed pay cap. However, we believe the quantum of the fixed pay
increase is excessive.
Outcome: We voted against the remuneration policy.
Microsoft Inc.
Objective: To raise concerns related to several shareholder resolutions being opposed by management at
the 2021 AGM.
The company opposed shareholder resolutions related to further reporting on gender/race pay gap,
effectiveness of sexual harassment policies and lobbying activities. The second resolution was prompted
by a series of recent sexual harassment allegations. We reached out to the company expressing our
concerns at management opposition to further transparency on these topics. The company registered
these concerns but declined to provide further information.
Outcome: Generally speaking, these measures increase transparency and are aligned with ESG reporting
best practice. We therefore supported the above shareholder resolutions.
Pernod Ricard
Objective: To raise concerns over a proposed increase to executive remuneration.
We held dialogue with the company regarding the proposed increase to the CEO remuneration package at
the 2021 AGM, specifically measures to double the pension contribution amend the Long-term Incentive Plan
(LTIP) structure and increase base salary. The continued absence of a cap in circumstances of exceptional
payments is also a concern. The company explained that the new package would better align compensation
with peers. We agree with some of the rationale for better peer alignment but were not comfortable with
the poorly constructed LTIP metrics – an example being the Total Shareholder Return (TSR) criteria which
pays out at 66% if the company ranks seven out of 14 relative to peers. We also generally do not support
an increase to pension contribution.
Outcome: We raised our concerns and voted against the remuneration report.
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Tesla
Objective: To raise concerns related to board remuneration and a number of shareholder resolutions being
opposed by management, as well as climate-related disclosure.
We spoke to the company surrounding the 2021 AGM. There was a long list of items to cover including four
shareholder resolutions. Our discussion focused on shareholder efforts to declassify the board, significant
discretionary remuneration for board members, emissions reporting and conflict mineral sourcing audit and
verification. Tesla also does not currently report company level scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions – something we
raised. The company reports several product-based carbon emissions statistics; however, a commitment
has been given to disclosure company level emissions in the next 12 months. This was a constructive
conversation with further detailed provided on cobalt sourcing audits and initiatives to improve diversity
and inclusion. The company is relatively unusual in that directors are paid solely in equity grants – given share
price performance over the past few years, remuneration has been significant. We registered this concern
and encouraged the implementation of a structured performance-based policy to add transparency to the
equity grant process.
Outcome: We voted to support all shareholder resolutions on diversity and inclusion efforts, employee
arbitration and creating an independent board level committee to oversee human capital management. We
also voted against two directors on the board mainly in relation to remuneration concerns.
The Renewables Infrastructure Group
Objective: This was a general catch-up conversation to follow-up on points raised at last year’s meeting
with the board related to succession planning.
The conversation focused on the upcoming departure of the chair. We wanted to understand what plans
are in place for maintaining ESG expertise and achieving diversity targets set by the Parker Review. The
incoming Chair will be joining the board early next year and will shadow the incumbent until the release
of the Q2 results in August. In regards the Parker Review, the board has a strong track record of female
representation and currently has 50% women on the board. Work on improving the ethnic diversity of the
board has been challenging and is an ongoing process with future board rotation.
Outcome: This was a standard catch-up with a Chair who is engaged on ESG topics, but succession
planning remains critical, and we will continue to monitor this moving forward.

2021/2022 THEMATIC ENGAGEMENT – TRANSITION PLANS & CLIMATE DISCLOSURE
CRH
Objective: We continued our thematic engagement on climate transition plans and disclosures with
the largest emitters in the voting universe (scope 1 and 2 emissions). The first phase is very much
engagement for information to get a better understanding of the quality of transitions plans and
whether they are taking (or not taking) appropriate measures to align with a future lower carbon
economy.
CRH has set ambitious, detailed plans for reducing scope 1 and 2 emissions within cementitious
products. The plan does not include reduction plans for scope 3 emissions, but the company has
headline ambitions to be a net zero emissions company by 2050. The lack of detail on scope 3 is
disappointing but understandable given the majority of emissions sits in the scope 1 and 2 categories –
and most of these emissions are related to the manufacture of cement. If the company can significantly
reduce emissions from cement (which it is currently ahead of schedule to do) it will be a much lower
carbon company. Overall CRH has outlined a robust targets and engagement in environmental risk
mitigation outside of climate change (biodiversity).
Outcome: Ongoing dialogue will be required to monitor progress towards interim targets and more
detail on scope 3 plans.
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Rio Tinto
Objective: We continued our thematic engagement on climate transition plans and disclosures with
the largest emitters in the voting universe (scope 1 and 2 emissions). The first phase is very much
engagement for information to get a better understanding of the quality of transitions plans and
whether they are taking (or not taking) appropriate measures to align with a future lower carbon
economy.
Rio Tinto has set ambitious, detailed plans for reducing scope 1 and 2 emissions. The company reports
scope 3 emissions and the transparency on disclosures and difficulties faced on setting meaningful
reductions targets in this area is noted. Much of the scope 3 emissions comes from steelmaking
practices, particularly in China. The company has relatively little control over the practices of these
clients or the energy mix in the grid providing power to these sites. Even with these limitations, it is
encouraging to see the efforts the company is putting into working with clients to optimise processes
and introducing new technology to bring scope 3 emissions down. It is difficult to assess the impact
of such projects at this stage, but relative to other high emitting companies it shows action can be
taken on scope 3 if there is willingness. That said, we encouraged formal target setting to be put in
place for scope 3 emission.
Outcome: This was an initial engagement to establish an opinion on transition plans. We would like to
see further information on how these targets will be integrated in executive remuneration and believe
there could be a case to further integrate metrics into the longer-term incentive, not just the annual
bonus. Ongoing dialogue will be required.
Shell PLC
Objective: This was the first meeting to start our thematic engagement on climate transition plans and
disclosures with the largest emitters in Quilter Cheviot’s investment universe (scope 1 and 2 emissions).
The first phase is very much engagement for information. We are speaking to these companies to get
a better understanding of the quality of transitions plans and whether they are taking (or not taking)
appropriate measures to align with a future lower carbon economy
Shell has a detailed plan for reducing scope 1 and 2 emissions. The company reports scope 3 emissions
and the transparency on disclosures and difficulties faced is good. There are concerns that scope 1
and 2 emissions only represent 10% of overall emissions. While scope 3 emissions are included in 2050
net zero targets, it is not clear how these will be achieved. Shell is placing significant of emphasis on
carbon abatements as a means to allow customers to choose to offset scope 3 emissions. Although
this discussion provided greater detail in the scope of carbon capture projects, questions remain
over CCS (Carbon Capture and Storage) technology developments needed to meet targets. Shell is
walking the middle path. The company does not want to move ahead of society in terms of demands
for products but there are questions over whether this prepares Shell for any acceleration of transition.
Outcome: This was a useful conversation to further establish opinion on transition risk. Ongoing
dialogue will be required, and we will continue to monitor interim targets, CCS development and
development of more concrete plans on scope 3.
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F UND ENG AG EMENT
Our fund research team undertakes engagements with our third-party managers which aim, primarily,
to encourage improvements in their responsible investment process (including stewardship and ESG
integration). To do this, the team use their discussions with fund managers about process, alongside
stock examples, to assess their analysis and understanding of the companies’ sustainability as well as
broader ESG risks and opportunities. The team then provide the fund managers with feedback as to
any steps they would like to see taken. These engagements are ongoing and given the nature of the
discussions we have determined to anonymise the following funds.
Asian Equity Fund
Objective: ESG integration progress update.
We met with an equity fund manager where ESG
factors are not yet formally considered across the
investment process. The fund has a high carbon
footprint and there is no apparent consideration
of the impact of a higher carbon price on their
exposures or climate risks in the portfolio more
generally. We were told about progress made
to date on ESG at the firm and about the new
sustainable investment hire who will be managing
their own fund but will also bring ESG expertise to
what is a small investment team.
Outcome: We asked for another meeting in six
months to follow up on further progress made.

Asian Equity Fund
Objective: Follow up on feedback given at a
previous meeting.
We had given feedback previously that we want to
see the fund manager build up their ESG expertise
and consider environmental and social issues within
their own investment decision making, even if the
firm’s research analysts integrate ESG factors within
their analysis. There are some enhancements being
made to the firm’s analyst ratings which may help
to communicate environmental and social risks
and opportunities alongside governance factors. It
was also noted that there is ESG training that the
manager will be doing. Nonetheless, we still see the
fund manager’s consideration of environmental and
social factors to be lacking and have again given
feedback on this.
Outcome: We have a follow up meeting scheduled
with the firm’s head of sustainability and will meet
again with the fund manager in three to six months’
time to assess progress made.

UK Equity Fund
Objective: ESG integration progress update.
We had a follow up meeting with the fund managers
of an equity fund where significant progress has
been made over the past 12 months after our
initial ESG focused meeting, in December 2020,
when we gave feedback as to steps we would like
to see taken. The fund managers have gone from
having very limited consideration of ESG factors
to them being included as an additional formal risk
consideration as part of the portfolio construction
scoring process. Engagement on ESG issues has
also increased, with the team working alongside one
of the firm’s sustainability specialists.
Outcome: There is still a reliance on third-party ESG
data and further improvements to be made but we
have been pleased to see the progress made to
date.

Hedge Fund
Objective: Principles for Responsible Investment
(PRI) signatory status.
We met with a hedge fund manager to talk about
why they have not yet signed up to the PRI and
to make clear the growing importance of ESG
integration and engagement in our fund selection
process. The reasons given by the manager for
not signing up to the PRI may be valid for a small,
boutique investment manager, however we feel not
in the case of this manager.
Outcome: We agreed to continue the conversation
by providing feedback on the ESG policies they are
currently working on and will continue to press the
matter.
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Q UART E R VOTING STATISTICS
Over the fourth quarter we voted at:

62
COMPANY
MEETINGS

VOTE

VOTE

vote against
re-election of NED

vote against
remuneration policy

VOTE

voted against management
on shareholder proposal

It is important to note that on a number of occasions having engaged
with the relevant company we did not follow ISS’ recommendations.
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MANAGEMENT RESOLUTIONS VOTED IN Q4 2021
8%

With management recommendation
Against management recommendation

92%

TOPICS WHERE WE HAVE VOTED AGAINST MANAGEMENT IN Q4 2021

Board structure 50%
Remuneration 50%

50%

50%

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS SUPPORTED IN Q4 2021
25%

Board related 25%
Social and ethical matters 75%

75%
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ANNUAL VOTING STATISTICS
Over 2021 we voted at:

323
COMPANY
MEETINGS

VOTE

vote against
remuneration
policy

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE

vote abstain
incentive plan

VOTE

vote against
remuneration
report

vote against
amendment of
performance
share plan

vote abstain on
re-election of
NED

vote against
incentive plan

vote abstain
remuneration
policy

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE

vote against
approval of
scheme of
arrangement

VOTE

vote against
amend articles
of association

vote abstain on
approval of tenyear equity plan

VOTE

VOTE

vote against reelection of NED

voted against
management
on shareholder
proposal

It is important to note that on a number of occasions having engaged
with the relevant company we did not follow ISS’ recommendations.
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MANAGEMENT RESOLUTIONS VOTED IN 2021
9%

With management recommendation
Against management recommendation

91%

TOPICS WHERE WE HAVE VOTED AGAINST MANAGEMENT IN 2021

39%
Board structure 39%
Capital structure 2%
Corporate transactions 9%
Remuneration 50%

50%

2%
9%

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS SUPPORTED IN 2021
20%

Board related 20%
Environmental matters 20%
Social and ethical matters 60%
20%
60%
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DATA I S NOT THE BE-ALL
AND E N D-ALL OF ESG
Gemma Woodward, Director of Responsible Investment
The rapid rise of responsible investment has necessitated an increased demand for reporting on ESG
metrics and factors. But with this increased reliance on data comes the danger that, in what would seem
a paradox, we actually get a murkier picture of the performance of a portfolio in relation to ESG factors.
This is particularly true if we think about stewardship.
This is about engaging with companies and funds
to understand the ESG issues that impact them,
and voting (where applicable) to ensure positive
stakeholder outcomes. Engagement topics vary
enormously, they will include climate transition
planning, remuneration, board composition,
corporate behaviour, disclosure as well as thematic
discussions.

We often see reports produced by investment
firms using third-party data which rates a portfolio
or a fund based on ESG metrics, and more often
than not this rating is better than the benchmark.
But can this really be relied upon?
There is no global framework for data providers
to follow, so each will interpret information in
different ways and will have different biases as to
how they weigh the different factors behind that
score.

Engagements are rarely one-off in nature, they
can often span months and years. It is the ongoing
dialogue which allows us to hold companies
and funds to account that can make so much
difference

The score from a third-party data provider also
reflects their view of the underlying holdings
within a portfolio. It does not reflect the work
undertaken by the investment firm in regard
to ESG integration, as well as the voting and
engagement that has been undertaken.

Using a metric from one external provider is
simply a number and it is hard to discern how that
fits into portfolio construction.

There could also be question marks around the
data if it comes from just one provider. Relying on
just one provider is far from best practice given
that data providers all have different skews and
given there is no universal framework for data
providers to follow.

Then there’s the issue of data gaps. Often when
portfolios are given a rating, not all the assets
will have actually been assessed if the data
provider does not cover all the holdings within the
portfolios. The score therefore may not reflect the
true position of the portfolio.

Most importantly of all, for discretionary
investment managers at least, the work
undertaken by research teams to consider ESG
factors across asset classes, as well as engaging
and voting on monitored universe holdings cannot
be incorporated into any score that is provided by
a third-party ESG data provider.

While receiving a ’gold star’ ESG rating for your
investment portfolio might give you the feel-good
factor, in our view, it can be misleading and not a
true reflection of the breadth of the responsible
investment work being undertaken by the
investment manager.
Change is afoot in 2022, as the FCA are developing
proposals for an investment labelling regime,
which will eventually result in a standardised
product classification system to help consumers
understand the sustainability characteristics of
different products on the market.

The rating will be a static figure, a one-dimensional
rating. Thinking about ESG involves much more
than this.
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While the clarity this will provide is extremely
welcome, it really will only provide clarity for
product-based solutions. It will not be possible for
the discretionary market to apply individual labels
to discretionary managed portfolios, which often
number in the tens of thousands. Therefore, the
conundrum for us is how to provide clients with
the assurance that we are integrating ESG into
our decision making. Of course, we have our own
view on how to do this, but others would be very
welcome!

Article first published in ESG Clarity, January 2022.
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GLOSSARY
Active Ownership: Where shareholders use voting
and engagement to influence the management of
companies with respect to environmental, social or
governance factors. Similar principles are also used
by investors in other assets classes such as fixed
income, private equity, or real estate.
Clawback (and malus): Incentive plans should
include provisions that allow the company, in
specified circumstances, to ensure that a recipient:
•

forfeits all or part of a bonus or long-term
incentive award before it has vested and been
paid – this is called ‘malus’ and/or

•

pays back sums already paid – this is called
‘clawback’.

Long-term incentive plan (LTIP): A type of
executive compensation that pays out usually in
the form of shares company. The reward is linked
to performance metrics and the pay-out will be
calibrated in line with the achievement of these.
The quantum of the pay-out is linked to multiples
of salary.

Disapplication of pre-emption rights: Existing
shareholders do not have first refusal on new shares
and therefore their holdings will be diluted.

Net Zero: A term that describes an activity, process
or organisation which creates no net emissions of
carbon dioxide. This can be achieved through use
of renewable energy, process changes or offsetting
carbon – or a combination of all these. Also referred
to as carbon neutral.

Engagement: Shareholders enter into purposeful
dialog with the management or Board of a
company with the intention of influencing corporate
behaviour. The issues covered can be wide ranging,
from corporate strategy, capital discipline, but also
environmental, social, or corporate governance
matters. Engagement is tool used in active
ownership and can be conducted by one investor
or a group of investors.

NEDs (Non-Executive Directors): These are
directors who act in advisory capacity only, however
they should hold the executive directors to account.
They are not employees of the company, however
they are paid a fee for their services.

Environmental Factors: Issues related to the
environment such as resource, water and land
use, biodiversity, pollution, atmospheric emissions,
climate change, waste. This is the ‘E’ in ESG.

Over-boarded: Where non-executive directors are
deemed to have a potentially excessive number of
non-executive positions and the concern is whether
they have sufficient time to contribute to the board
of the company.

Governance Factors: Issues relating to the
governance of an organisation, also referred to as
corporate governance, examples include board
composition, executive remuneration, internal
controls, balancing the interests of all stakeholders.
This is the G in ESG.

Pre-emption right: These give shareholders first
refusal when a company is issuing shares. Premium
listing: This was previously known as a primary
listing for the London Stock Exchange. A company
with a premium listing is expected to meet the
UK’s highest standards of regulation and corporate
governance.
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TCFD: Acronym that stands for the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures. The Financial
Stability Board created the TCFD to improve and
increase reporting of climate-related financial
information. Regulators are adopting TCFD and, in
particular, the UK regulator (FCA) is requiring firms
to apply these disclosure rules.

Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI): The
world’s leading voluntary initiative on responsible
investment. Launched in 2006 it now has thousands
of investor signatories globally who commit to
adopt six principles for responsible investment and
report against these annually. Although voluntary
and investor-led the PRI is supported by the United
Nations.

Tender – bid waiver: This is the right to waive the
requirement to make a general offer under Rule 9 of
the Takeover Code.

Proxy Voting: Where a shareholder delegates their
voting rights to be exercised on their behalf. Often
voting rights are delegated to investment managers
who exercise votes on investors’ behalf. Votes are
used to express shareholder opinions to company
management.

Total shareholder return (TSR): Is a measure of the
performance of a company’s shares; it combines
share price appreciation and dividends paid to show
the total return to the shareholder expressed as an
annualised percentage.

Responsible Investment: Responsible investment
is a strategy or practice that incorporates
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors
into investment decisions and ownership activity.

UN Sustainable Development Goals: The SDGs,
or the Global Goals, were adopted by all United
Nations Member States in 2015 as a universal call to
action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure
that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030.
There are 17 goals reflecting the most significant
challenges facing the world.

Restricted share plan: Some companies (and
indeed investors) prefer the use of these plans as
opposed to LTIPs (see above). The idea is that this
type of plan encourages long-term behaviours and
does not have the same use of targets that you
would see within an LTIP. Therefore, it is expected
that companies which adopt such an approach
award a lower amount than would be seen under an
LTIP which has a variable structure dependent on
performance outcomes.

Voting Rights: When an investor buys a share
in a listed company, that typically comes with
specific voting rights which can be exercised at the
company’s annual general meeting or extraordinary
meetings as a means of expressing the opinion of
the shareholder about how the company is being
managed. Typical issues upon which votes are cast
include executive pay, board appointments, mergers
or acquisitions, or sale of parts of the business and
company annual report and accounts. Also referred
to a proxy voting when voting rights are delegated.

SID (Senior Independent Director): The SID
position is taken by an independent NED. The SID
often plays a critical role in ensuring communication
channels are open between the board and
shareholders.
Social Factors: Issues relating to the relationship
between companies and people, such as their
employees, suppliers, customers or communities.
Examples of social issues of interest to investors
include health and safety, labour standards, supply
chain management and consumer protection. This
is the S in ESG.
Stewardship: Stewardship is the responsible
allocation, management and oversight of capital to
create long-term value for clients and beneficiaries
leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, the
environment and society. When investing in equities
it involves proxy voting and active shareholder
engagement with company management.
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O U R OFFICES

GLASGOW OFFICE
Delta House
50 West Nile Street
Glasgow G1 2NP
t: +44 (0)141 222 4000

EDINBURGH OFFICE
Saltire Court
20 Castle Terrace
Edinburgh EH1 2EN
t: +44 (0)131 221 8500
LIVERPOOL OFFICE
5 St Paul’s Square
Liverpool L3 9SJ
t: +44 (0)151 243 2160

BELFAST OFFICE
Montgomery House
29-33 Montgomery Street
Belfast BT1 4NX
t: +44 (0)28 9026 1150

MANCHESTER OFFICE
4th Floor, The Pinnacle
73 King Street
Manchester M2 4NG
t: +44 (0)161 832 9979

EDINBURGH

QUILTER CHEVIOT EUROPE
Hambleden House
19-26 Lower Pembroke Street
Dublin D02 WV96
Ireland
t: +3531 799 6900

GLASGOW

LEEDS OFFICE
2nd Floor, Toronto Square
Toronto Street
Leeds LS1 2HJ
t: +44 (0)113 513 3933

BELFAST

DUBLIN

BRISTOL OFFICE
3 Temple Quay
Temple Way
Bristol BS1 6DZ
t: +44 (0)117 300 6000

LEEDS
LIVERPOOL

MANCHESTER

LEICESTER

BIRMINGHAM

LONDON

BRISTOL
SALISBURY

SALISBURY OFFICE
London Road Office Park
London Road
Salisbury SP1 3HP
t: +44 (0)1722 424 600

JERSEY

LEICESTER OFFICE
1st Floor
7 Dominus Way
Leicester LE19 1RP
t: +44 (0)113 513 3933
BIRMINGHAM OFFICE
8th Floor, 2 Snowhill
Birmingham B4 6GA
t: +44 (0)121 212 2120

LONDON OFFICE
Senator House
85 Queen Victoria Street
London EC4V 4AB
t: +44 (0)20 7150 4000

INTERNATIONAL & JERSEY
3rd Floor, Windward House
La Route de la Liberation
St Helier
Jersey
JE1 1QJ
t: +44 1534 506 070

To find out more about Quilter Cheviot or how we can help you, contact us on
020 7150 4000 or marketing@quiltercheviot.com

quiltercheviot.com
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Investors should remember that the value of investments and the income from them, can go down as well
as up. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. You may not get back what you invest. This
document is not aimed at giving you financial, legal or tax advice; if you are in any doubt as to its contents
you should seek independent advice.
Quilter Cheviot Limited is registered in England with number 01923571, registered office at Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Street,
London, EC4V 4AB, England. Quilter Cheviot Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange; is authorised and regulated by the
UK Financial Conduct Authority; has established a branch in Jersey and is regulated under the Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998
by the Jersey Financial Services Commission for the conduct of investment business in Jersey and by the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission under the Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1987 to carry on investment business in the Bailiwick of
Guernsey. Accordingly, in some respects the regulatory system that applies will be different from that of the United Kingdom.

quiltercheviot.com

